Site rules: cyclists on campus

As this is a public area with a high level of people movement, you must:

1. Give priority to pedestrians and wheelchair users, as well as following the Highway Code (the code of practice for all University sites),
2. Cycle slowly and with care,
3. Observe other University signs,
4. Dismount in ‘no cycling’ areas,
5. Where possible stick to designated cycle routes,
6. Park only in designated bicycle parking sites and not where pavements, drop kerbs or access may be obstructed (these help wheelchair users and people who are blind, visually impaired or have mobility difficulties to move around campus safely),
7. Follow any instructions given to you by Security Service staff.
8. Report any incidents, accidents and emergencies through Security on (0113 34) 32222

See www.leeds.ac.uk/safety for more information on the Protocol on ‘Transport (safe movement of vehicles and people) on campus.'